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Link budget template for 802.16m EVM 
Fan Wang 
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Propose adding following two tables to replace the “TBD” for link budget 
on page 116, line 32 of IEEE 802.16m-07/037r1 

1.0 Downlink link budget template  

Downlink  

BS EIRP Preamble FCH MAP Traffic Units 
BS transmitter RMS Pout per antenna port     dBm 
Number of BS Tx antenna elements     ---- 
Feeder cable loss, and other losses     dB 
Cyclic combining gain       
BS Antenna gain     dBi 
DL adaptive array gain     dB 
Preamble boost     dB 
Data carrier power loss due to pilot boosting       

BS RMS EIRP     dBm 
Permutation zone     --- 
Number of occupied subcarriers     --- 

BS RMS EIRP per occupied sub-carrier     dBm 
        
System Margin       
Log normal fading margin     dB 
Fast fading margin     dB 
Interference margin     dB 
Penetration loss     dB 
Body loss     dB 

Total system margin     dB 
        
Subscriber Sensitivity           
SS antenna gain     dBi 
HARQ gain     dB 
Handover gain     dB 
SS diversity gain (2 antenna)     dB 
SS noise figure     dB 
Thermal noise (kT)     dBm/Hz 
Sub-carrier spacing     kHz 
Modulation, coding rate     --- 
1-branch Rx AWGN SNR required for MCS level     dB 
Traffic data rate        kbps 
AWGN 1-branch sensitivity - per sub-carrier     dBm 

AWGN sensitivity w/diversity - per sub-carrier     dBm 
        
System Gain & Cell Radius           
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Max path loss w/o margin - includes div gain     dB 
Max path loss including margins     dB 

Path loss exponent     --- 
PL (do = 1000 m)     dB 

DL maximum cell radius     km 
 

 

2.0 Uplink link budget template  

Mobile Uplink           

Subscriber EIRP
CQICH Ranging ACK/NACK Traffic Units  

SS transmitter RMS Pout     dBm 
Number of  SS Tx antenna elements     ---- 
Antenna gain     dBi 
UL Tx array gain     dB 
SS RMS EIRP     dBm 

Permutation zone     ---- 
Data subcarrier power loss due to pilot boosting     ---- 
Number of occupied subcarriers     ---- 

SS RMS EIRP per occupied sub-carrier     dBm 
        
System Margin       
Log normal fading margin     dB 
Fast fading margin     dB 
Interference margin     dB 
Penetration loss     dB 
Body loss     dB 

Total system margin     dB 
       
BS Sensitivity           
BS antenna gain     dBi 
HARQ gain     dB 
Handover gain     dB 
BS diversity gain (2 antenna)     dB 
Noise figure     dB 
Thermal noise (kT)     dBm/Hz 
Sub-carrier spacing     kHz 

Modulation, coding rate     --- 
1-branch Rx AWGN SNR required for MCS level     dB 
Traffic data rate        kbps 
AWGN 1-branch sensitivity - per sub-carrier     dBm 

AWGN sensitivity w/diversity - per sub-carrier     dBm 
        
System Gain & Cell Radius       
Max path loss w/o margin - includes div gain     dB 

Max path loss including margins     dB 
Path loss exponent     --- 
PL (do = 1000 m)     dB 

UL maximum cell radius     km 
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